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Math Puzzles and Games, Grades 6-8: Over 300 Reproducible Puzzles that Teach Math and Problem SolvingJossey-Bass, 2009
In the 1950s we punished misbehaving students in middle school or junior high school by making them stay after school to do 100 multiplication or long-division math problems. Mathematics was taught in a highly ordered and mechanically repetitive manner with the objective being to master basic arithmetic skills. A decade later New Math emerged as a...
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Programming Interviews Exposed: Secrets to Landing Your Next Job (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
The pressure is on during the interview process but with the right preparation, you can walk away with your dream job. This classic book uncovers what interviews are really like at America's top software and computer companies and provides you with the tools to succeed in any situation. The authors take you step-by-step through new problems and...
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Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008: T-SQL QueryingMicrosoft Press, 2009

Tackle the toughest set-based querying and query tuning problems—guided by an author team with in-depth, inside knowledge of T-SQL. Deepen your understanding of architecture and internals—and gain practical approaches and advanced techniques to optimize your code’s performance.

Discover how to:


...
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Check Your Vocabulary for English for the Ielts Examination: A Workbook for Students (Check Your Vocabulary Workbooks)Peter Collin Publishing, 2002
Nonnative speakers of English will find this instructional workbook a helpful source for improving and expanding their English language vocabulary in preparation for the IELTS examination (International English Language Test for Students). Over 60 activities are provided, including word games, puzzles, and quizzes that are specifically designed to...
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A Mathematician Plays the Stock MarketBasic Books, 2001

	From America's wittiest writer on mathematics, a lively and insightful book on the workings of stock markets and the basic irrationality of our dreams of wealth.


	Can a renowned mathematician successfully outwit the stock market? Not when his biggest investment is WorldCom.


	In A Mathematician Plays the Stock...
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Dynamic Epistemic Logic (Synthese Library)Springer, 2007
"I am very glad to see that three people so active in this area of knowledge update are bringing out this book. It should be of great help to graduate students as well as established researchers." Rohit Parikh, Distinguished Professor, City University of New York     Dynamic Epistemic Logic is the logic of knowledge change. This...
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Lauren Ipsum: A Story About Computer Science and Other Improbable ThingsNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		"A looking glass tale for the computer age." —School Library Journal

	
		Lauren Ipsum is a whimsical journey through a land where logic and computer science come to life.

	
		Meet Lauren, an adventurer lost in Userland who needs to find her way home by solving a series of puzzles. As...
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Universal Mandelbrot Set: Beginning of the StoryWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006
This book is devoted to the structure of Mandelbrot set - a remarkable and important personage of the modern theoretical physics, related to chaos and fractals and simultaneously to analytical functions, Riemann surfaces and phase transitions. This makes Mandelbrot set one of the bridges connecting the worlds of chaos and order (integrability). At...
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Sudoku Programming with CApress, 2015

	Sudoku Programming with C teaches you how to write computer programs to solve and generate Sudoku puzzles. This is a practical book that will provide you with everything you need to write your own books of Sudoku Classic and Samurai puzzles. But be warned: after reading it, you'll discover that the puzzles in...
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Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2005: T-SQL Programming (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2006
This thorough, hands-on reference for database developers and administrators delivers expert guidance on sophisticated uses of Transact-SQL (T-SQL)—one of the most familiar and powerful programming languages for SQL Server. Written by a T-SQL guru, this guide focuses on language features and how they are interpreted and processed by the...
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Joe Celko's Analytics and OLAP in SQL (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
The First book that teaches what SQL programmers need in order to successfully make the transition from transactional systems (OLTP) into the world of OLAP.     

       Before SQL programmers could begin working with OLTP (On-Line Transaction Processing) systems, they had to unlearn procedural, record-oriented programming before moving...
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The Universal Book of Mathematics: From Abracadabra to Zeno's ParadoxesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
What makes a number weird, and why, as far as anyone can tell, aren’t weird numbers odd?  What do monsters, moonshine, and 24-dimensional oranges have in common?  Why couldn’t Sam Loyd get a patent for his famous fifteen puzzle? What is the significance of the statement "the smallest number not nameable in under ten words"?...
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